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Executive summary
The increasing sophistication and spread of artificial
intelligence (AI) and digital surveillance technologies
has drawn concerns over privacy and human rights.
China is indisputably one of the leaders in developing
these technologies both for domestic and international
use. However, other countries that are active in this
space include the United States, Israel, Russia, multiple
European countries, Japan, and South Korea. U.S.
companies are particularly instrumental in providing
the underlying hardware for surveillance technologies.
In turn, these technologies are used in a range of
settings. Some of its most severe use cases include
helping to spy on political dissidents, and enabling
repression of the Uyghur and Turkic Muslim populations across China. However, concerns arise even in
its more “mundane” uses, which include one-to-one
verification at banks and gyms. The higher quality of
the data collected can help companies improve the
accuracy of their facial recognition technology. Over
time, these increasingly effective technologies can
be used elsewhere for authoritarian purposes.
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The United States and partner democracies have
implemented sanctions, export controls, and investment bans to rein in the unchecked spread of surveillance technology, but the opaque nature of supply
chains leaves it unclear how well these efforts are
working. A major remaining vacuum is at the international standards level at institutions such as the
United Nations’ International Telecommunication
Union (ITU), where Chinese companies have been
the lone proposers of facial recognition standards
that are fast-tracked for adoption in broad parts of
the world.
To continue addressing these policy challenges, this
brief provides five recommendations for democratic
governments and three for civil society. In short,
these recommendations are:
● The U.S. and its allies should demonstrate that
they can produce a viable alternative model by
proving that they can use facial recognition,
predictive policing, and other AI surveillance tools
responsibly at home.
● The State Department should work with technical
experts, such as those who convene at the Global
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Partnership on AI, to propose alternate facial
recognition standards at the ITU.
● The United States and like-minded countries
should jointly develop systems to improve the
regulation of data transfers and reduce risks.
● The United States and partner democracies
should subsidize companies to assist with
creating standards to propose at bodies such as
the ITU.
● The National Science Foundation and the Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency should fund
privacy-preserving computer vision research,
where computer vision is deriving information
from images or video.
● Civil society organizations (CSOs) should engage
in outreach efforts with local communities
and community leaders to strengthen public
discourse on the advantages and disadvantages
of using AI in policing and surveillance.
● CSOs should engage in or support research on
issues related to rights abuses using AI and
digital surveillance technologies and the export
of these technologies.
● CSOs should actively participate in the setting of
international technology standards.

Introduction
Governments and law enforcement agencies
worldwide are increasingly leveraging AI and digital
surveillance technology to enhance their policing
efforts. At a basic level, AI and digital surveillance
technologies support police work by helping to
streamline operations and solve everyday problems.
They can also improve predictive and emergency
response capacities. However, because what is
deemed legal and illegal is heavily influenced by politics and the definition of problem solving is subjective, the motivations for adopting these technologies

vary between countries and even between the localities within them.1 Therefore, who sets the standards
for and direction of the technology matters. As tech
development advances, it will be ever more crucial to
monitor the implications and risks of the proliferation
and export of AI and digital surveillance technologies
from a geopolitical perspective.

Authoritarian and democratic
states alike are adopting AI and
digital surveillance technologies
at a pace that is not allowing for
suitable public debate on the
implications of their use and
boundaries for their use.
Authoritarian and democratic states alike are
adopting AI and digital surveillance technologies at
a pace that is not allowing for suitable public debate
on the implications of their use and boundaries for
their use. For authoritarian regimes, these technologies simultaneously strengthen a state’s capacity to
exercise coercive power — for example, by helping
to track specific individuals — and to improve police
work generally. Meanwhile, for liberal democracies
and hybrid regimes, these technologies help to
reduce burdens on law enforcement agencies and
through automation of certain operations, sometimes remove racial and other biases and improve a
state’s capacity to solve and predict crime. In practice
however, these technologies can also undermine the
rights and interests of the people that law enforcement
claims to protect, and reinforce the biases that such
technologies were intended to eliminate.
Yet, although many states have adopted these
technologies, few states have leading companies
in the AI and digital surveillance technology market.
China is arguably the leading exporter of comprehensive AI surveillance systems. Many researchers
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and journalists have tracked the global expansion of
these systems, including for improved data integration and analytics, 911 operations, and biometric
recognition.2 Well-known Chinese companies operating in this space include Dahua, Hikvision, Megvii,
and SenseTime. The United States is also a leading
producer of AI and surveillance technologies. Wellknown American companies include Clarifai, CLEAR,
Clearview AI, and Intel. European producers include
Sweden’s Axis Communications and Germany’s
Bosch. Israel has Oosto (previously AnyVision)
and OrCam. Russia has AxxonSoft, NtechLab, and
VisionLabs. Other Asian producers include South
Korea’s Hanwha and Japan’s NEC.
The problem with China being the leading exporter
is that these technologies in the People’s Republic
of China (PRC) are being designed specifically to
meet the party-state’s political needs, and as such
there are few ethical impediments to the research
and development (R&D) and deployment of these AI
surveillance systems. In fact, when combined with
state-centered priorities and incentives, the lack of
obstacles may be a reason why China leads in this
space. Authoritarian regimes don’t face the same
balancing act and are able to leverage their coercive
power to determine which subsets of their populations should be targeted for intensified surveillance.
In China, for example, the direct, coercive use of
surveillance technologies concentrates on “focus/
key personnel” lists, which include individuals petitioning the government and those suspected of being
involved in terrorism.3 Under such broadly defined
categories, the Chinese police can monitor anyone
who might destabilize regime stability and can more
easily mobilize against protests.4 China’s surveillance
toolkit — which has evolved iteratively to add predictive policing and facial, voice, and other biometric
recognition tools — has enabled genocide in Xinjiang
and political spying abroad.5
Naturally, repressive countries that see eye to eye
with China’s geopolitical aims, such as Iran, aim to
replicate the Chinese approach.6 But it is not just
authoritarian regimes that adopt Chinese technologies.
Numerous researchers have shown how democracies
across Europe and Latin America are also adopting
them.7
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As governments continue to embrace AI and digital
surveillance technologies, democracies need to
develop strong governance models for these technologies as well as strategies for countering states’
misuse of them. This is particularly important
because China is a heavyweight in dictating global
technology standards, including through the United
Nations’ International Telecommunication Union
(ITU). China’s ITU facial recognition standards —
which recommend use cases — have been widely
adopted across Africa, Asia, and the Middle East,
largely because no other countries have proposed
viable alternatives.8
In undertaking these and other efforts, however, it
will be important to remember that existing prescriptive policy solutions will not address all of the issues
around AI and cyber-driven surveillance technology.
Current policy frameworks and toolkits were not
designed to be responsive to evolving technologies
and the political intent driving their development.
Therefore, the creation of new frameworks that do so
will be essential. Innovative action and understanding
are required in a wide range of areas, including the
ethical use of AI, the mitigation of risks embedded in
specific AI and surveillance technologies, the setting
of R&D priorities, and the funding of and collaboration
on the design of competing technologies and technology standards globally.

An overview of AI and
digital surveillance
technologies
Broadly, AI and digital surveillance technologies
include the technologies that support government
policing and surveillance efforts — everything from
public-facing cameras and remote-sensing equipment
to the underlying hardware and software systems
used for data storage, integration, processing, and
analysis. It is helpful to visualize these technologies
by thinking of them as layers sitting within a standard
Internet of Things (IoT) technology stack.9 The stack
can be divided into four layers:
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● Smart devices: These are physical IoT-connected
devices, which include smart security cameras,
biometric scanners, local storage, processors,
digital software (applications and operating
systems), sensors, and actuators.
● Data transmission and communications technologies: These enable connectivity and the
transmission of data between the physical IoT
device and the cloud. Communications technologies include Bluetooth, WiFi networks, 3G, 4G LTE
networks, and 5G networks.
● Cloud infrastructure components: These, like
hardware and software, enable cloud-based
services for ingesting and storing data streams
from IoT devices.
● Cloud applications: These store and process the
IoT data, which can be used to conduct analysis
and to visualize outputs for the user.

This brief focuses on the technologies that enable
biometric surveillance. Note, however, that these
systems do not always exist in isolation. Multiple
types of smart systems data from different government cloud networks can be integrated and shared
with other government information systems.
Moreover, how a technology and the data it helps
generate are used depends mostly on the intent/
objectives of (1) the end user controlling the device
or system and (2) any actor who has access to the
data generated from it.

BIOMETRIC SURVEILLANCE
TECHNOLOGY
Biometric surveillance refers to the groupings of technology that allow a user to identify a person based on
biometric indicators, including faces, irises, fingerprints, gait (measure of body movement and body
mechanics), and DNA data. Biometric recognition
systems are commonly used globally, for example by
border control agents and in the context of domestic
law enforcement.10 In these instances, the systems
are used to enhance border security and identify
individuals entering the country fraudulently.11

FIGURE 1

Biometric surveillance technology stack
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Face surveillance is one of the most prominent types
of surveillance and includes the distinct categories
of facial recognition and facial analysis. Facial
recognition technology converts facial features
into a mathematical formula, or “faceprint,” before
performing either (1) face verification, or one-to-one
matching, or (2) face identification, or one-to-many
matching. Facial analysis technology estimates
factors such as emotion, engagement level, age,
gender, and ethnicity, but this technology has been
criticized as fundamentally inaccurate and flawed.12
Both facial recognition and facial analysis are challenged by issues such as underexposed or overexposed lighting and face masks.
Biometric surveillance is widely used across democracies. In the United States, local police departments
have deployed facial recognition systems in cities
such as Detroit, but its use has been controversial.13
These technologies, despite sometimes being used
to reduce racial biases in policing, have been criticized for actually reinforcing them due to relying on
historically biased training data, and computationally
legitimizing problematic police practices.14 While the
European Union has barred biometric data sharing to
third parties without consent under the General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) and called for ending
private facial recognition databases and police use
of facial recognition technology in public places, it is
still actively pursuing police use of facial recognition
in other areas. For example, millions of faces will be
shared in the inter-European Prüm II police biometric
database.15
In China, the Ministry of Public Security oversees
smart cities’ public security platforms, such as
video and image information databases (VIID) and
police geographic information systems (PGIS).
The biometric data collected by the agencies are
ingested on these platforms. VIID and PGIS systems
are connected to more far-reaching public security
projects — such as Skynet and Sharp Eyes — that
seek to problem-solve in real time and improve
predictive capabilities.16 Skynet is the older of the
two projects and seeks to perform 24/7 video
surveillance of public areas, and timed surveillance
over minor streets, additionally relying on GIS
systems to improve public security monitoring.
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Sharp Eyes builds on Skynet infrastructure to include
more comprehensive data fusion and cover more
rural areas. China’s use of the data is broader and
feeds into work ranging from state security to
logistics.

Researchers have found that
China purposefully builds in
biases and connects these to
coercive state practices that
target specific ethnic groups,
especially the Uyghurs and
Tibetans.
These projects are also linked to state coercive
practices that employ facial recognition technology.
Researchers have found that China purposefully
builds in biases and connects these to coercive
state practices that target specific ethnic groups,
especially the Uyghurs and Tibetans. Facial analysis
systems specifically look for ethnic and nationality
identifiers. Chinese standards bodies are actively
codifying national and provincial biometric surveillance approaches. In December 2017, the Ministry of
Public Security released facial recognition guidelines
calling for Uyghur detection.17 Other standards have
called for detecting “personal attributes” including
“ethnicity” (Uyghurs are one of 56 official ethnic
groups in China) and “skin color.”18 Ethnicity recognition is also codified nationally at the design level via
the Standardization Administration of China, which
issues standard technical requirements for facial
recognition technologies used in security systems.19
In reality, the standards already encompass Uyghur
detection. This targeting is reinforced when police
directly request more specific or advanced Uyghurdetection capabilities, as they appeared to have
done in at least 12 nationwide projects by 2019.20
Furthermore, numerous major Chinese surveillance
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companies reportedly claim to provide Uyghur detection.21 And database schema for VIID databases
appear to include not just the ethnic identifiers but
also recorded facial data of foreign citizens in China
for facial recognition. In
 2021, media reports highlighted that provincial and municipal governments
have been developing and implementing systems
for tracking individuals, including foreigners such as
journalists.22

CONSTRAINTS ON BIOMETRIC
SURVEILLANCE TECHNOLOGY
Police use of AI and digital surveillance technologies
is first determined by the political and legal systems
in which the technologies are being deployed. A core
contrast between authoritarian regimes and democracies is the existence of safeguards in legal frameworks and to what extent they are followed. For
example, Huawei freely gave 240 facial recognition
cameras to the city of Valenciennes, France, in 2017.
But French law bans real-time facial recognition,
which means local authorities do not use the full
features built into Huawei’s technology.23 That said,
while some democracies have legal frameworks
and political systems designed to protect the rights
of individuals and put actual limits on the state’s
power, technology is still being rolled out faster than
technology-specific legal safeguards and faster
than decisionmakers can understand the risks and
benefits of the technologies.
Moreover, even if safeguards are in place, regime
change can result in their removal. For example,
under Myanmar’s resumption of junta rule, protections against warrantless surveillance, search, and
seizure have been removed.24 This is particularly
concerning when combined with the fact that
Myanmar’s capital city Naypyidaw now uses 335
cameras purchased from Huawei. (Although, the
company claims not to be the developer behind the
cameras’ facial and license plate recognition).25 The
technology is used to alert authorities to individuals
on the wanted list.26
The use of surveillance technology is also shaped
by how problem-solving or public security is defined

in the state. Leaders in Latin America and Southeast
Asia justify AI surveillance adoption with the need to
increase public safety and reduce burdens on police.
But several problems exist with such justifications.27
First, authorities often do not define what “public
security” means, leaving systems prone to abuse.28
Second, laws passed to authorize AI surveillance
are often used as a fig leaf to retroactively permit
existing surveillance.29 Furthermore, despite local
and federal data protection laws, public security
needs can trump users’ ability to rectify incorrect
data, as has been the case in Argentina.30

EXPORTATION OF BIOMETRIC
SURVEILLANCE TECHNOLOGY AND
CENSORSHIP
Companies developing biometric surveillance
technologies are exporting them globally. The export
of Chinese biometric surveillance technologies,
in particular, has been well documented in recent
years. For instance, Taigusys, a Chinese company
specializing in emotion recognition, has exported its
facial analysis equipment to Thailand and several
African countries.31 Chinese AI unicorns, including
CloudWalk, SenseTime, and Yitu, have exported their
one-to-many facial recognition across the globe.32
AI unicorn Megvii is also active in exporting its
one-to-one verification technology, which is deployed
in places as diverse as a large oil rig builder in the
United Arab Emirates and a gym in Thailand.33
In addition to exporting their one-to-many facial
recognition systems, Chinese companies have
supported projects to improve policing and surveillance using digital technology. For example, Dahua
has built complete platforms in Peru;34 ZTE has
been integral to the development of Venezuela’s
“Fatherland Card,” or smart ID card;35 and China
National Electronics Import & Export Corporation
(CEIEC) has constructed — and Huawei has provided
the equipment for — Ecuador’s ECU 911 public
security system.36 Across Latin America, Chinese
companies have spurred the use of surveillance
technology and primed the market for further expansion by offering equipment and software either at
discounted prices or for free.37
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Beyond individual surveillance technology exports,
China also exports platform solutions. Huawei,
with several other companies’ participation, is the
lead developer of these multilayer platforms, which
are typically referred to as “Safe Cities.”38 Other
major Chinese companies involved are the world’s
two largest surveillance companies, Dahua and
Hikvision, as well as ZTE and CEIEC.39 According to
the Australian Strategic Policy Institute, Huawei has
exported its smart and safe cities technologies and
projects to over 100 locations worldwide.40

The export of Chinese
technologies stands out
largely because of the political
system that influences the
technologies’ development
and the innovation ecosystem
that encourages companies to
design technologies that meet
the Chinese state’s priorities.
The export of Chinese technologies stands out
largely because of the political system that influences the technologies’ development and the
innovation ecosystem that encourages companies
to design technologies that meet the Chinese state’s
priorities. But China is not the only exporter of these
technologies. Other technologies also have been
developed to serve inherently coercive political aims.
For instance, Israel’s Oosto is a vision AI company
that exports recognition technology and provides
surveillance equipment at checkpoints in the West
Bank.41
In addition, technologies designed in democratic
countries are not all used for advancing democratic
interests. In 2019, for example, the U.S.-based
OpenPOWER Foundation led by Google and IBM
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executives reportedly set up a collaboration with
IBM, the Chinese company Semptian, and U.S. chip
manufacturer Xilinx to develop the SuperVessel
cloud platform to “analyze vast amounts of
data more efficiently.”42 (Semptian is a company
specializing in internet surveillance and censorship
technology in China.) However, this relationship
began in 2015, and more recently in 2020, IBM
called for controls on facial recognition technology
exports to prevent uses that “undermine American
values.”43 While IBM also stopped conducting skin
tone analysis in 2020, there is still no industry or
government-wide guidance on the ethics of “race”
analytics or even the ethics of selling AI surveillance
to authoritarian governments.44
Companies in democratic countries have also been
exporting their digital surveillance products to
illiberal regimes. These products are then used by
the regimes’ security forces. For example, in 2010,
reports emerged that Libyan security agents under
Moammar Gadhafi’s regime had spied on journalists’
communications using surveillance technology
purchased from the French company Amesys.45 In
another case, Bahraini authorities likely used technology from Germany-based Trovicor to intercept
emails and text messages from political activists
who were detained and abused.46 Israeli companies
Candiru, Cognyte, NSO Group, and Paragon are also
pioneering zero-click hacks (which don’t require user
action and instead exploit system vulnerabilities)
and selling their services to government clients
worldwide.47
Nevertheless, exported surveillance technologies
developed in authoritarian countries, namely China,
pose greater risks because they are often explicitly
designed for coercive purposes. And companies
such as Hikvision and Huawei export them to countries with poor human rights track records — such as
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Saudi Arabia, and the United
Arab Emirates.48
Other end users may not be using digital surveillance
to advance rights-violating policies, but that doesn’t
make their use less concerning overall. For example,
cameras are commonly deployed commercially or
for critical infrastructure sectors such as energy.
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Since 2019, Chinese company Uniview has installed
more than 4,000 security cameras in People’s Bank
of Indonesia ATMs.49 By 2018, it installed intrusion
detection video surveillance systems across nearly
100 state-run electricity substations in Jakarta.50
What’s worrying is that the higher-quality data
collected help not only the end user but also the
company providing the technology by improving
the accuracy of facial recognition. Over time, the
increased effectiveness of that technology can be
put to use elsewhere for clear authoritarian purposes
or purposes that embed authoritarian concepts of
security and policing.
Even if an end user only aims to use surveillance
technology for the greater good (from a liberal
democratic perspective), it does not mean that no
harm will be done. An end user isn’t fully in control of
how the data generated or stored are used by actors
with downstream data access.51 This means that if
suppliers are not monitored, the data from systems
deployed overseas can advance authoritarian interests elsewhere. There are also issues associated
with the standards that a technology carries with it
and how these standards are set globally through
market penetration.

Thinking beyond the
end use of AI and
digital surveillance
technology
As AI and digital surveillance technologies are
further integrated into information and security
systems, states might increasingly use them to
extend their power globally and pursue their interests
— whether through extra-territorial police and surveillance activity or technical standards setting.
For instance, in China, national agenda setting,
policies, and laws enable the state to exert its control
over companies and advance its interests through
their activities. When Chinese-developed technolo-

gies are then exported, this same control allows the
state to leverage this power to make further political and economic advancements globally. This is
evidenced by the Belt and Road Initiative’s Digital Silk
Road, which uses Chinese-developed technologies
to support telecommunications, cloud computing,
e-commerce, and mobile payments in recipient
nations.52 Notably, these kinds of digital projects not
only extend China’s influence but also risk eroding
the sovereignty of these nations.
China has established regulations on data transmission and privacy protection, including the Data
Security Law (2021), the Intelligence Law (2017), the
Cyber Security Law (2016), and the State Security
Law (2015). But these laws are arguably not strong
enough to protect against the risks inherently
embedded in Chinese technology. It is normal for any
company — no matter where it is based — to collect
data and transfer it to other countries where they
have servers for internal use, such as for improving
their product. But, in many countries, there are legal
reasons why law enforcement may be allowed to
access that data, even if it was generated overseas.
In China, those reasons are far broader because
what is considered lawful or unlawful is far more
vague and slippery than it is in a liberal democracy.53
What data are subject to “national security or law
enforcement requirements” can be extremely broad.
The issue is not just that data collection may enable
Chinese companies to conduct overseas surveillance. For the supplier of the technology, the highquality data collected can improve the accuracy of
the facial- and voice-recognition systems, which can
in turn be marketed and used for future repressive
purposes.
China’s approach to AI and digital surveillance also
has global impacts, which are clearly seen in how it
seeks to set technology standards through bodies
such as the ITU, magnifying the risks their technologies could create. The Financial Times reported in
2019 that China Mobile, China Telecom, Dahua, and
ZTE have proposed international standards that are
very similar to Chinese domestic standards.54 The
standards also cross the line into policy recommendations, as they recommend where facial recognition
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should be deployed: for example, in public spaces
(for use by the police), in workplaces (for use by
employers to confirm employees’ work attendance),
and in local libraries (for use by law enforcement to
compare with the country’s “fugitive library” to find
hiding criminals). Although developing nations in
Africa, Asia, and the Middle East are widely adopting
Chinese standards, companies in the United States
and other democratic nations have yet to propose
viable alternatives.55

Policy responses and
remaining hurdles
Given the unchecked spread of Chinese surveillance
technology both from within China and around the
world, the U.S. and other democratic states have
taken commendable steps to tackle this issue
on multiple fronts. These steps include, but are
not limited to, establishing U.S. State Department
surveillance export guidance, Customs and Border
Protection withhold release orders, Commerce
Department Entity List export controls, Treasury
Department Global Magnitsky sanctions, and
investment bans by White House executive orders.
Multilaterally, the United States is cooperating with
Australia, Canada, Denmark, France, the Netherlands,
Norway, and the United Kingdom as well as working
with the European Union through the Trade and
Technology Council.56
But how well these states’ actions are working
remains unclear. Chinese companies are heavily
reliant on U.S. chips and storage solutions to power
their AI surveillance technologies.57 But given the
surveillance industry’s opaque supply chains and
sometimes inscrutable supplier networks, it is not
clear if leading Chinese facial- and voice-recognition companies on the Commerce Entity List are
successfully securing supply chain alternatives
from non-American sources. For less hardware
reliant companies such as SenseTime, hardware
is a smaller concern, and they develop most of
their software in-house.58 Chinese homegrown R&D
efforts may or may not be producing meaningful
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breakthroughs, but even without alternatives, China’s
thousands of surveillance companies not on the
Entity List could freely continue to access U.S.origin technology because they are not subject to
any import restrictions. Furthermore, no stringent
Magnitsky sanctions have yet been applied to
surveillance companies, although Hikvision is under
consideration as reported in May this year, and it is
expected the sanctions would significantly jeopardize the company’s ability to operate globally.59

The promise of big payouts and
a wide sea of willing Chinese
customers means it may be
difficult to stem the tide of
non-Chinese surveillance inputs
and technology exports.
In 2020, the U.S. State Department released thorough
guidance for companies’ export considerations.60
However, the document is nonbinding, and the pull of
commercial interests is hard to resist. The promise
of big payouts and a wide sea of willing Chinese
customers means it may be difficult to stem the tide
of non-Chinese surveillance inputs and technology
exports. Nonetheless, global public exposure is
slowly turning this tide, and it is getting increasingly
hard for companies worldwide to claim ignorance of
their involvement in China’s surveillance state.
Once the investment bans set by the White House
in June 2021 and December 2021 go into effect,
the ramifications will be interesting to watch. U.S.
officials have noted that American investment is
problematic partly because it brings a degree of
prestige and validation to the Chinese businesses’
operations.61 Loopholes are also likely, as in the case
of SenseTime, which has a subsidiary listed on the
banned list, as opposed to its parent company.62
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To augment these steps, democratic governments
and civil societies should consider the following
recommendations, respectively.
● First and foremost, the U.S. and its allies should
demonstrate that they can produce a viable alternative model by proving that they can use facial recognition, predictive policing, and other AI surveillance
tools responsibly at home. As a first good step, the
U.S. Congress should pass a law that requires law
enforcement agencies to have warrants for running
facial searches and should also place guardrails
around search criteria. For example, this law could
(1) at minimum, prohibit law enforcement agencies from running any facial recognition searches
on individuals peacefully exercising their First
Amendment rights, (2) mandate search warrant
requirements before running any facial recognition
searches for suspected criminal acts, (3) when
facial recognition is necessary, require agencies
to obtain implicit consent through clearly listed
bulletins of facial recognition deployment in public
areas, and (4) require explainability in algorithms
by design (or “white box” algorithms).63
● Second, the State Department should work with
technical experts, such as those that convene at the
Global Partnership on AI to propose alternate facial
recognition standards at the ITU.64 The department
should also continue dialogue with EU partners
(through the Trade and Technology Council) on
how to dovetail their approach to surveillance
exports, as well as with Quad partners (Australia,
India, and Japan) on R&D and the production of
critical technology including AI to ensure that core
democratic principles are baked into the technology developed in democracies.
● Third, the United States and like-minded countries
should jointly develop systems to improve the
regulation of data transfers and reduce risks. These
should be built around the understanding that AI
and digital surveillance technologies also enable
data collection that is valuable to actors with downstream data access via the digital supply chain.
More needs to be done to ensure that the risks are
well understood and that the responses to mitigate
them keep up with the current threat landscape.

This effort will require (1) a better understanding
of the researchers and companies most directly
contributing to coercive state surveillance and (2)
steps to reduce exposure to them in supply chains.
● Fourth, the United States and partner democracies should subsidize companies to assist with
creating standards to propose at bodies such
as the ITU. It is often prohibitively expensive to
participate, with work and travel costing $300,000
per engineer yearly.65 In response to a recent
National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) request for information, 12 of the 15
industry groups who replied recommended
that the U.S. government subsidize companies’
participation through grant funding, potentially
via industry associations, and revise the R&D tax
credit to include standards development work.66
NIST could also consider implementing an ethics
process whereby companies whose technology
abuses human rights cannot take part in their
voluntary testing.
● Fifth, the National Science Foundation and the
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
should fund privacy-preserving computer vision
research, where computer vision is deriving
information from images or video. The goals are
to automatically anonymize all faces in a crowd
and deanonymize only those necessary to pursue
investigative leads. This would represent another
technical alternative to the Chinese approach and
would be similar to approaches already adopted
by companies in Europe adhering to the GDPR.67
But democratic governments cannot rely on policy
alone to shape a more positive vision for AI and
digital surveillance technologies and their applications. Civil society must also be engaged in the
process. We recommend that:
● First, civil society organizations (CSOs) should
engage in outreach efforts with local communities and community leaders to strengthen public
discourse on the advantages and disadvantages
of using AI in policing and surveillance. The
organizations should seek to help illuminate and
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develop public opinion on democratic frameworks that cover the use of these technologies
and then push for policies that align with public
opinion.
● Second, CSOs should engage in or support
research on issues related to rights abuses using
AI and digital surveillance technologies and the
export of these technologies. In doing so, these
organizations could apply increasing pressure on
companies through a name and shame approach
and engage local leaders on the risks of lock-in,
the erosion of sovereignty, and the cybersecurity
risks of data leakage.
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● Third, CSOs should actively participate in the
setting of international technology standards.
Principally, they should do so by (1) pushing for
greater transparency about the development
of technical standards on AI and digital surveillance technologies, including facial recognition
systems, and (2) advocating for standards to
include protections for civil liberties.68
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